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Hi from GOFABVIDS
It will be the best thing to bring a windfarm to NUNDLE as I cover a lot of wind-farm 
over the years as you my know BLAYNEY WIND FARM was a early one built in 
2000with 15 turbines right near Carcoar Dam the concrete has not effected the water way 
this wind farm is about 1/2km from a dam and it has camping as well as a Viewing 
Platform to take photos of the wind farm . Its near Bathurst NSW .
When it come down to landslides it’s MOTHER NATURE taking over our plant as we 
can’t control what happens from Rain or SNOW.
As you might know Kooragang island near Newcastle had a single turbine which it has 
been removed and now in Tasmania getting used again.
As I look after a SNOW page the good Snow dumping was when we were in 
LOCKDOWN for COVID as it’s been the worst for snow falls after that as it’s up to 
Mother Nature control again.
See the wind farms fix the roads after construction as they seal the roads and make them a 
lot better for our Generation.
As I have been to Windfarm open days it bring a lots of people come and take photographs 
of the turbines and we get told how they work as well the safety of the turbines as it been 
good tourism and be a good thing for Hills of gold Windfarm .
When it comes down to Gold mines being under Heritage why did the Forestry destroy 
most the gold mines as well we see a huge amount of Logging trucks going up and down 
Barry Road.
So I say hills of gold Windfarm will bring the Tourism to our Community as well make 
our town more popular.
As we get on to renewable energy the technology has come a long way over time as you 
look back in time we had the horse and cart than the CAR come along how many people 
didn’t want the new technology as we all drive them now to build the new Generation in 
time for the future.
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